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plans, i.e., no threat to exclude them from network.
Threat of exclusion from network induces 
aggressive bidding by providers to be included.
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monopolization cases.

(1) cheap, (2) effective, and (3) inherently unlikely to 
generate plausible, cognizable efficiencies.

Orange book listings
Restrictions on others’ output by agreement 
(as in South Carolina Board of Dentistry1)
Unilateral conduct (as in Rambus and 

Unocal).
Unocal, by deceiving CARB and the other refiners 
into adopting Unocal’s patented technology into a 
binding standard, acquired monopoly power
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say?
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Hersch (1994) found evidence consistent with 
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Various: Gilligan (1986) finds negative abnormal returns upstream when RPM 
contracts challenged. 

Consistent with efficiency and manufacturer cartel.

Cable TV: Ford and Jackson (1997) find vertical integration small losses in 
consumer welfare ($0.60 per subscriber per year). 

Cable TV: Waterman and Weiss (1996) found that cable systems that owned 
pay movie channels  were less likely to carry rival pay channels . 

consistent both with pro- and anticompetitive behavior.

Gasoline: Hastings (2004) found rivals of acquired gas stations raised prices 
post-acquisition, but that the tendency to raise prices did not depend on the 
vertical structure of the rival station.  

Price increase attributed to “branding” formerly “unbranded” retailers 
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controls generally ambiguous
Overall, difficult to find evidence that vertical 
controls reduce welfare
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